
The list below is a working document, meaning it is reviewed and updated annually following the

guidelines outlined in the Oklahoma Academic Standards.  All books on this list have been reviewed for

use by the EPS ELA Lit Review Committee.  The review notes below reflect the opinions of the review

committees. All summaries are from professional sources expressing objective reviews.

Grade 12 English

1984 By George Orwell
Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: 1984 presents an unblinking portrait of life lived under constant surveillance and stands as

one of the great dystopian satires of the 20th century. Author George Orwell also wrote Animal Farm, a

satirical allegory about the abuse of power. George Orwell's 1984 is one of the most influential satires of

the 20th century. Its vocabulary has become part of everyday discourse, from "Big Brother" to "Thought

Police" to "doublethink." Its themes remain especially relevant at a time of when personal privacy is at a

premium and when governments large and small manipulate language to promote their own particular

ends. Oceania exists in a constant state of war, so violence is a daily part of life. Bombs rain from the sky.

Disgraced members of the Party are executed for their supposed crimes. Worse is the emotional violence

inflicted upon a populace constantly under surveillance and forced to report the slightest infraction.

Winston Smith is tortured in the Ministry of Love, in scenes that are physically wrenching, but there are

still worse things that await him in Room 101. Citizens of Oceania are forbidden from using objectionable

language, but a few "hells" and "damns" slip out. Members of the Party are encouraged to smoke Victory

cigarettes and Victory gin, but no one really seems to enjoy them. The poverty-stricken Proles partake in

alcohol consumption as a form of "entertainment" provided by the Party. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Thought provoking and relevant text that explores free speech and totalitarianism

●Aids students in discussions regarding political ramifications

●Engaging text with valuable lessons about humanity, community, and society

●Classic dystopian text that supports students in AP Literature preparation

●Contextualizes post WWII period

Alternate Text: The Time Machine by H.G. Wells

Frankenstein by Mary Shelly
Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: The 1818 novel that launched dozens of Hollywood horror movies bears little resemblance to

any of them, but is quite creepy enough, flowery prose and all, and, historically speaking, went a long

way toward inspiring a genre in which things go very badly for many reels. It's also a mainstay of high

school honors literature classes and a good intro to both Gothic literature and science fiction. Its themes

of delving into the dark arts will have allure for the Twilight set, while the science project run amok (and

the arrogance of its creators) is a subject that remains all too timely. Bigotry alert: One of the subplots



involves noble Christian characters who risk all to save a Muslim friend from certain death, and once safe

he betrays them to an evil fate. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Female author represents a rare perspective for the time period

●Encourages discussions regarding ethics and science/technology

●Contextualizes 18th Century Enlightenment period

●Good example of classical Sci-Fi text

●Hones literary analysis skills in preparation for AP Literature exam

●Supports students in vocabulary growth

Alternate Text: Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte

Lord of the Flies by William Golding
Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: Lord of the Flies has been described as dark, brutal, pessimistic, and tragic. Yet it deals with a

fundamental issue of humanity: Are people naturally prone to evil? This and other issues in this novel

would be invaluable for parent-child discussion, on both theological and humanist levels. One boy is

bullied. Two characters are murdered. There is a brief torture sequence. Boys hunt a pig and poke a

sharp stick up his rear end while he is still alive. In addition, the setting and atmosphere are fraught with

the potential for violence. The positive message is simple but clear: An individual’s personal choice

ultimately dictates behavior in any given situation.  Like Elie Wiesel’s Night and The Diary of Anne Frank,

The Lord of the Flies demonstrates that it is possible to retain individual humanity in appalling situations,

and that people are capable of selflessness, even when their own lives are at stake. When awarded the

Nobel Prize for Literature, Golding was lauded for his deep concern for humanity. * Common Sense

Media

Review Notes:

●Supports students in honing literary analysis skills

●Encourages discussions regarding leadership, democracy, and community

●Shorter text/ language is accessible to most readers

● Engaging text that aids students in critical thinking about human behavior and societal norms

● Themes include social order, inclination for evil, importance of self-discovery, and belief in the

supernatural or divine intervention

● Classical text that prepares students for AP Literature exam

Alternate Text: The Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane


